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GOLDWATER-NICHOLS: 
THE NEED FOR DEBATE 

INTRODUCTION 1 
On i October, 1986, President Ronald Reagan signed into law the Defense " 

Recnganization Act of 1986, otherwise known as the Goldwater-Nichols Act. It was the 

culmination of a four-year debate, from the disclosure of significant problems with the 

Joint Chiefs of Staff(JCS) system by then-chairman General David Jones, USAF, to the 

final conference bill that became law. Throughout the process, the Navy Department 

(Navy and Marines), under the leadership of Secretary John Lehman, led the effort to 

defeat the bill. Though the Navy has come onboard vdth Goldwater-Nichols faster and to 

a greater extent than any of the other services, z many of the arguments articulated by 

Lehman and his cohorts remain of concern. They have not been satisfactorily answered, 

and bear detailed analysis and debate. 

Based on numerous interviews with key officials, this essay reviews the inside 

politics of  the Goldwater-Nichols Act, then sunmm.fizes the Navy's arguments against it. A 

brief assessment is then provided to look at N a v y ' s -  ' ..... . . . .  " - " arguments in light of theefforts of flae . . . .  

defense orgardzation to implement the main provisions of the act. Finally, some 

concluding remarks outline serious questions about the course we are on in defense 

organization, and the implications of that course for the country. Constrained in both 

space and time, the purpose of this paper is limited to an outline of the events, and to the 

encouragement of a frank, open and rigorous debate on the direction we are headed. 

Complacency is to be avoided; intelligent discourse, sometimes critical, sometimes not, is to 

be welcomed as a strengthening and constructive element. If  that discourse is ever 

strangled because of dogmatism, rigidity, or centralization, then great concern will be 

fitting, but, perhaps, also too late. 

THE DEFENSE REORGANIZATION ACT OF 1986' 
The bill si~aed into law in 1986 was really the continuation of a process that had 

l~egun at least as early as 1942. and, as some argue, as early as the Progressive Era atthe 

turn of this century. 4 Throughout this century, as .~nerica has found itself increasingly. 

draw-n into the world's affairs, the need for greater sophistication and efficiency in its 
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defense organizationtms become apparent. This change in our geostrategic situation has 

been complemented by dramatic improvements in the technolo~j of war. These 

improvements have tended to blur the line separating land from naval warfare, and have 

placed a ~ ~  not just on joint operations . in time of war .... but,. more importantly, on 

thorough and sophisticated joint plans in preparation for war. ~ 

The 1980s round of this centralizing trend was generated by several factors. First, 

the nditary was generally seen as having lost its ability to fight and win wars. Vietnam was 

the biggest example, but there were several others as well. 6 Second, the dramatic build-up 

of American military power that accompanied President Reagan into office in 1981 

contributed to an startling growth in the country's budget deficit. This in turn called into 

question America's military strategy and convinced many of the need to allocate resources 

more efficiently. Third, and related to this second factor, was a series of procurement 

scandals that suggested that the taxpayer's money was not being wisely spent. Finally, for 

the first time since the National Security Act of 1947, serving uniformed officers spoke out 

in public against the system that was created by that act. 

• This final factor was the immediate catalyst for chang e. In_ an article published in 
• . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

the .March, 1982 edition of  Armed Forces Journal International, then-Chairman of the 

Joint Chiefs of  Staff(CJCS), General David C. Jones, USA.F, argued that the system was 

broken, and provided only watered down advice that was seldom timely. 7 The Cha i rma~ 

he argued, lacked sufficient authority to overcome service parochialism, and therefore each 

piece of advice coming from the JCS represented a consensus, and hence lowest-common- 

denominator, result. Jones' comments were all the more galva~Ting because he was at the 

tirae sffll servingas CJCS' i t  was the first time such a high ranking officer had broke ranks 

with the military and spoken out. Jones' article was followed in April, 1982 by a similar, 

though more radical call for reform by Army Chief of Staff General Edward Meyer, 

USA. s . . . . . . . . .  

The military, active duty and retired, closed ranks against the rogue officers and 

uniformly denounced their comments. While General Jones was generally seen as a 

"...disgruntled Chairman venting his spleen," General _Meyer could not be so easily 

dismissed. 9 Nevertheless, in hearingsconducted by the House .~krrned Serx.~ces Committee 

(I-LA.SC) Subcommittee on Investigations in 1982, the testimony bv militar3' officers 
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counseled against reform, and in some cases reacted with venomous opposition to any 

suggestion that the system was broken. 1° The Marines, who led the opposition within the 

Navy Department, started offthe debate with arguments that had been used since 1947. In 

. his testimony on 28 April, 1982, Marine Corps Commandant General Robert t-L Barrow, 
• , : . . . . . . . .  ~ . - . - .  . .  . . . . . . .  - .  _ 

USMC argued that the proposed reforms promised institution of  a general staff system that 

was essentially un-American, that would develop plans both rigid and unrelated to reality, 

and that would threaten civilian control of the military. 11 

The result of the 1982 hearings was H.R. 6954, "The Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Reorganization Act of  1982. ''a'- The bill passed easily in the House, but ran into stiff. 

opposition in the Senate Armed Services Committee (SASC), where it died a death of 

neglect, thus setting the pattern for reform legislation in Congress for the next four years. 

Nevertheless, the floodgates had been opened, spawning a series of bills from 

Representatives White, Nichols, Skelton and Casey. These were eventually combined to 

form the final House bill, H.R. 3622 "Joint Chiefs of Staff'Reorganization Act of  1985" 

which passed in November, 1985.13 

On the Senate side, things got moving in 1983 when SASC staff'director Ytm 

McGovem, a U.S. Naval Academy graduate, arranged a meeting between retired Marine 

Lieutenant General Victor H. Krulak and SASC chairman John Tower (R.-Texas). I4 

Kv!!ak had written his own study of defense reorganization which basically recommended 

a return to the organization used chuSng World War I~ and argued for eliminating the 

CJCS position and the operational role of the Secretary of Defense.X5 Tower, a staunch 

navy supporter and opponent of reorga~iTation, found K.v,l~k's ideas interesting, and 

. . . . .  directed McGovem io commence a study into reorgani~tion_ :1"he intent of this study, in 

both Tower's and McGovem's minds, was to illustrate that tinkering with the existing 

systemwas unwarranted, and that the proposals by both Generals Jones and Meyer were 

unsound. 16 Their point man was staffer .r'tm/_ocher, who had over ten years experience 

• working in OSD. Locher's study quickly began to suggest that, contrary to what Tower 

and McGcrvern had hoped, reform was needed. Tower opposed the turn which Locher's 

study had taken, and it was not until Senator Barry Goldwa_ter " (R-.~,zona) became SASC 

chairman in 1985 that the study was completed. 17 



Goldwater was personalty convinced of the need for reform,, and moved Locher 

out from under staff director McGovern who was seen as obstructing the study. 

Goldwater also enlisted Senator Sam Nunn (D-Georgia) as co-sponsor of the reform 

initiative in the SASC.lS. Locher's staff study, Defense Organization: The Need for 

Change, was completed in October, 1985.19 An exhaustive exploration of the issue of 

defense reform, it provided the departure point for the reform debate in the Senate. It was 

here in the Senate that the critical battle was fought, and the study gave the needed 

structure for that battle. 20 

In February and ikLarch, 1986, the SASC proceeded to mark-up its bt71 and hear 

testimony, zl The resulting Senate bill was passed on 7 May, 1986. In the House, 

meanwhile, Aspin and key staffers had spent the months of December and January adding 

more meat to the House bill, especially in the area of officer management provisions. It 

was Aspin's intent to enter into conference with the SASC with a bill that included many of 

the provisions of the Senate version. 2z The result of their efforts was H.R. 4370, which 

was used in the Cortfercnce Committee with the SASC. :~ The House-Senate conference 

reported out on 12 September, 1986, and President Reagan signed the Goldwater-Nichols 

Act into law on I October. 

The Act had several far reaching provisions that have dramatically shifted the 

balance of  power in the Department of Defense. First, it greatly strengthened the 

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, making him the principal military advisor to the President 

and Secretary of Defense. Secondly it created the position of Vice Chairman, thus ending 

the practice of ro~tln E service chiefs through the CJCS position in the Chairman's absence. 

Third, it greatly increased the power and authority of  the CINCs over the forces under their 

command. The CINCs were given the responsibility and authority for their commands, 

and were provided an input into the resource allocation debate through the Chairman. The 

services lost all remaining operational authority over their forces. Fourth, the Joint Staff 

was shifted under the Chairman's directionrather than Under the Joint Chiefs as a 

committee. Finally, the act mandated officer assignment policies designed to improve the 

quality of  officers ser~rug on the joint staffs, including the institution of the Joint Officer 

career specialty, and the prerequisite of joint duty for selection to flag rank. 

4 
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The full implications of the act have not manifested themselves as of yet, and may 

not for some lime. If Congress and the military, are to identify problems with Gotdwater- 

Nichols early enough to act on them, then a careful assessment of the impact of the act's 

provisions on American military culture is needed. Looking at the Navy Department's 

objections to the act provides some insight into possible weak spots in, and unintended 

consequences of the legislation. Na'~3' led the opposition, and many of its concerns have 

not been adequately addressed in any rigorous manner. We turn now to a brief overview 

of Navy's arguments. 

NAVY'S ARG U M ENTS 
Although all of the services, the service secretaries, the Chaimaan and the Secretary 

of Defense were opposed to the reorgardzation, 2~ it was Navy, under the leadership of 

secretary John Lehman, that led the charge, z5 In a variety of fora, Lehman and the Navy 

Department got the word out on the danger of the proposed legislation. Though he did not 

enter the fray until mid-1984, Lehman came in with all guns blazing. In the main, his 

arguments reflected those made by the Navy and Marines consistently since 1947. 

Lehman himself was genuinely opposed to the reforms since, in the zero-sum power game 

of the Department of Defense (DOD), any strengthening of  the joint structure would be 

done at the expense of the services. Specifically, he perceived early on that the proposed 

legislation wotfld rob the service secretaries of much of their authority, which in fact has 

proyen to be the case. 

In addition, one of Lehman's principal advisors was retired Marine Brigadier 

General John D. tTafle. I-tittle had worked with General Krttlak on the Marine opposition 

to the National Security Act of  1947. He had written extensively on the dangers of 

unification in the 1950s, and had been one of the main architects of the Navy-Marine 

position on the National Security ACt of 1958. Hittle was c0it, L6tted to the preservation of 

the Marine Corps and the autonomy of the services in the defense organization. I--Iittle, 

while perhaps not the ori~aator of man3' of the Navy arguments of the previous fort)" 

3'ears, was certainly their most consistent and eloquent spokesman. '-~ 



There were four principal arguments offa'cd by Navy in opposition to the proposed 

reforms. First, and deemed most effective by Jim Locher, was the idea that over- 

centrali?ation would create an enormous bureaucracy that would stifle initiative and 

• imagination and would tend to erode accountability. 27 Second, forcing top officers to 

spend up to five years of  their careers in education and staff du~ assignments threatened to 

create a staff mentality and to denigrate the operational expertise upon which solid planning 

and military execution must rely. Third, by providing in the strengthened Chairman a 

single primary source of m~!~t~ry advice, the diversity of opinion that was a hallmark of  the 

military's success in World War II would be lost. Fourth, by empowering the Chaimmn to 

the degree proposed, civilian control of the military was threatened. 28 

Other arguments included the idea that our strategic situation was unique in history. 

We faced a much more diverse threat, one that was both continental and maritime. As 

such, previous models (the German, Soviet, and Israeli were the most often cited) were of 

little value in suggesting the direction of any reforms. :9 With the diversity of threat we 

faced, why was the military being forced into groatcr centr-,dlzation, cspooially wh~'n 

business was finding out the benefits of decentralization? This was one of Secretary 

Lehrnan's favorite arguments, though it failed to make a significant impact on the debate2 ° 

Additionally, some former officers testified that a distinction had to be made between 

operational and budgetary advice in assessing how "broken" the s3,stem was. Admiral 

Holloway suggested that operational ad~ce had always been timely and sound, while 

advice concerning budgetary issues was usually (and properly) slower, representing more 

of a consensus result. 3t A final argument offered by Navy was the danger of a man on a 

white horse. Though this one was perhaps the least effective, it represented an appeal t o  

the American public, and has not yet ~ disappeared from the debate even  today .  32 

As in 1947 and 1958, Navy's arguments failed to convince Congress of  the strength 

of their case, and the 1986 act was passed. However, just as in the previous cases, Navy's 

opposition to further centralization par6a~ succeeded in softenin~ the blow on the 

military. It was due in no small part to the Navy arguments, as voiced by those in the 

Secretariat, the Chief of Naval Operations staff, Headquarters X~.rine Corps, myriad 

retired ot~c~-a's, and a corps of academicians, that the final version of the bill more close/3' 

resembled the more moderate proposals than those suggesting the creation of a national 
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general staff. Again, while the other services opposed what was perceived as meddling of 

outsiders in their business, it was Navy that felt the greatest injury to her service culture, 

one based on autonomy and independence. 

. . . . . . . . .  A S S E S S M E N T  . . . .  

Space prohibits a thorough assessment of the issues discussed above. By way of 

this assessment, however, I hope to touch on some of the key concerns and issues that arise 

from consideration of defense organization. In the main, it is still too early to appreciate 

the impact of Goldwater-Nichols on American security. Many of the changes will require 

at least a generation to implement. Unfortunately, it v, iU be too late at that point to turn 

back. Below, I suggest some areas that require additional debate if we are to be assured 

that the course laid out in 1986 is in fact in the nation's interest. The issues at hand are of 

the greatest importance to the continued vitality of the Republic. 

Besides the length of time it will take for some of the provisions of Goldwater- 

Nichols to be implemented and internalized, those changes are only. one of the transitions 

through which the American military is now passing. Others include ongoing changes in 

the art and science of  war as technology continues its inexorable march, changes inthe 

power structure oft_he world in the wake of the collapse of communism, and finally, 

changes in the geostrategic circumstances of the United States. These transitions are 

layered upon one another, thus preventing isolated assessments of the impact of any single 

one on the American military. 

Likewise , the outstanding service of General Colin L. Powe]l, as yet the only 

Chaima~ to serve entirely under Goldwater-Nichols, will tend to skew any assessment. He 

was a unique chaimmn, and likely would have done well with or without the 1986 

Iegislation.~ 3 .I-fis truly joint perspective, his political savvy and his ability to forge coalitions 

within the bureaucracy were unsurpassed. As SASC staffer Ynu Locher suggests, it is not 

often that your principal military advisor is also your principal policy advisor and your 

principal political advisor. 34 

V~rrth those caveats in mind, how does Goldwatcr-Nichols took in light of .Na',T's 

opposing arguments? First, I think it fair to state that the CINCs have found it much easier 

to accomplish their mission under the new ~'stem. The seT, See staffs are finding it near 



impossible to interfere with operations, and often require CINC endorsement on policy and 

procurement issues as well. The impact of CINC involvement in the procurement process, 

however, may have tipped the balance too far to the joint side. Rightly concerned with 

current operations, Cl2qCs are more likely to ask for the tank of  today rather than to invest 

in the tank of tomorrow. This has not yet been borne out by any rigorous analysis, and is a 

worthwhile topic for additional research. 35 

Secondly, while it remains too early to tell for sure, there is, or should be, great 

concern over the personnel policies mandated by Goldwater-Nichols. The Navy and 

Marines have long argued that the Title IV policies of the act risk sacrificing operational 

expertise in favor of staff expertise. A recent study has indicated that this situation will also 

present itself to the Army. 36 The danger of creating ofa  staff mentality in the top officers 

of our military is complemented by increasing size of the joint bureaucracy. In one 

officer's opinion, many of the problems that used to beset the old JCS organization are 

now beginning to appear in the Joint Staff. As it grows to meet steadily increasing 

demands on its action officers, the risk of stifling initiative and flexflfility will also grow. 

The Joint Staff is evolving under the impact of Goldwater-Nichols, perhaps in ways 

unintended by Congress and its supporters. Because of the new power of the Joint Staff, 

the shift in balance from operational to staff brought on by the 1986 act portends serious 

challenges to the effectiveness of the Aanefican military a generation from now. 37 

.4~aixt, much more study of this aspect is required. 

Finally, has diversity of opinion suffered under the new orga~iTation? Moreover, 

will the atrophy of diversity erode the effectiveness of ci~qllan conlrol over the rn~ita~,? 

Again, General Powell was a special chairman, one who, it would seem, allowed full 

expression of the opinion of the Joint Chiefs of Staffto be hear& Yet, only one opinion 

comes from the uniformed military. While the chiefs are authorized to seek audience with 

the Defense Secretary, if they feel that a recommended course of action is against their 

judgment, none has yet done so. Does this mean that suddenly, the four services are in 

constant agreement?. Or does it mean that alternative opinions are not b,~'qng presented to 

ci~aqian authorities--authorities increasingly unlikely to have military experience of their 

owaa? Though legislative authority exists to go above the chairman's head, a sere'ice chief 

does so at great risk--because of the chairman's new power. Christopher Yuknis has 

8 
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determined through extensive interviews with both service and joint Staffers that with the 

greatly increased loading on the Joint Staff, a growing tendency to bypass service 

coordination in st~ffing actions risks ignoring relevant service concerns and failure to 

achieve the consensus needed to effectively implement decisions. 3s As time passes, a 

critical eye will have to be focused on this balance of power. German failure in ~ 'o  world 

wars can in part be linked to a monolithic genera/staff that failed to pro,,Sde for serious 

debate and alternative perspectives. In our complex geostrategic situation, we are even less 

likely to weather a similar mistake. 

CONCLUSION 
The above discussion has suggested some potential areas of concern with the 

implementation and impact of Goldwater-Nichols. There is much time that must pass by 

before the full impact of the law can be assessed. There is also much study and analysis 

that remains to be done. Many questions remain unanswered. 

First of all, several questions arise with respect to the personnel policies 

implemented with Goldwater-Nichols: What will be the long term impact of  the creation 

of a joint culture? Is this where we Americans want to take our military?. Does '~jointncss," 

as understood today, represent the most effective balance of  power within the defense 

organization to meet the challenges of the future? Or is it merely a necessary adjustment to 

the geostrategic circumstances of the past fifty years--circmnstances that no longer pertain? 

Secondly., what is the logical extension of the trend begun at the start ofthi~ 

century; a trend that has led through the various national security acts since 19477 Are we 

headed toward a full, joint general staff system? Is this where we want to go? Is such a 

system appropriate in the emerging security world of uncertainty and diversity?. 

Finally, what is the proper balance ofjointness? Is it needed at the headquarters 

level to encourage it at the operational level? Or is it really only. needed at the operational 

and tactical levels? HOW has the recent change in our geostrategic situation effected the 

necessary balance between jointness and service uniqueness? Can we afford to erode 

service culture by creation of joint culture? What is the cost to the future defense of our 

country~. ,and. what is the long term impact of greater C1-NC involvement in the resource 

9 



allocation arena--they have a shorter perspective than the services. .~e we focusi.,~g too 

much on today and too little on tomorrow?. 

I have somewhat laboriously ticked off some of the many questions that came to 

mind in the course of researching this essay in order to provide a foundation for future 

research. I have also included an extensive bibliography to aid in that further study. It is 

important to pursue this matter--of critical importance to the effectiveness of our military, 

and in many respects, to the domestic security of the nation. In the time of change that is 

only begirm~n~ people will increasingly look to the military to solve problems, often of a 

non-militax3, nature. The danger is that v, ith a single source of military advice and with an 

increasingly staff and politically-oriented military bureaucracy, the traditional values of 

service to the country and Constitution may become distorted. Reflecting an old navy 

argument, Charles Dunlap suggests in his essay The Origins of the Military Coup of 2012 

that further centra~Tafion and unification is to be approached with the greatest of care: 

"Resist the unification of the services not only on operational grounds, but also 
because unification would be inimical to the 'checks and balance' that 
underpin democratic government. Slow the pace offiseaUy d6ven 
consolidation so that the effect on less quantifiable aspects of military 
effectiveness can be scrutinized. ''39 

If the military and the American people sit back and assume that what is done is 

done, and that defense organization is no longer worthy o£ attention and effort, then we 

run the risk of developing a strong military for the wrong reasons, crafted with the ~,TOng 

policies, and manned by people with the wrong skills and experience. Too much is 

changing--our country, our world, and the art of war-to allow of complacency in this 

respect. It is encouraging to see the seeds of that very necessary debate in the new 

publication Joint Force Quarterly. With its section on "Out of Joint," it provides the 

forum for serious, but constructive questioning of the mantra ofjoinmess. 

Goidvcater-Nichols was an attempt by Congress to jump start reform within DOD. 

It didmuch that needed doin~ and insofar as it did, the nation has benefiled. Yet, it 

should not be allowed to rest on its laurels. Vigilance and debate are required. The 

diversity of  opinion that forms the sinews of this democracy must be brought to bear on the 

issue of defense organization as we approach the 21st century. It is primarily the milLtary 

that must lead in this, bul it is also an issue for the whole country. 

i0 



NOTES 

1The author is greatly indebted to numerous inteniewees who gave w/llin~, of their time despite the short 
notice and their busy schedules. In particular, the author ~shes to thank Mr. James R. Locher, Ill, .Mr. Seth 
Cropsey, Mr. Frank E. Jordan, III, C, apt Peter M. Swartz, USN (Ret.), Capt Robert B. O'Donnell, USN, 
senior staffers of the House of Representatives, and various senior military otti~--'rs who wish to remain 
anonymous. T h ~  perspectives shed new "light on the Goldwater-Nichols debate and suggest the richness 
of the topic for further analysis. 

"-Interview with senior House staffer, 8 December, 1993. 

3.Much of this section is based on the personal interviews listed above. Much has b e ~  ~Titten on the 
subject, and excellent analyses oft.he very extensive process abound_ ~,~,,'hat is new here is the "inside" story 
on the motivations of the participants, and the gmesis of the bill. 

4As a consequence of our entry into World War II and our cooperation v, uth the British, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staffwere o~anized in 1942. This was an informal arrangement designed to improve coordination of effort 
and allocation of resources in the two-front war. It was also designed to face the British joint system with 
equal weight and expertise. See Al!zu R. Millett, "The Organizational Impact of Military Success and 
Failure: An Historical Perspective," in The Reo .manizafion of the Joint Chiefs of Staff: A Critical Analysis, 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis, 1986), p. 9. In the essay, MiIlett argues that the 
increasing centralization of defense in 1947, 1958 and 1986 was part ofa cutture that grew out oft_he 
Progressive Em and which increasingly saw government as the solver of the nation's problems. 

5Seth Cropsey argues that jointness at the tactical!operational level has always been recognized as a 
necessity. While this is true, the need for deepa cooperation in the face of the factors discussed here 
cannot be denied. There is in fact something new at work here. Seth Cropsey, "The Limits of Jointness," 
Joint Force Quarterly, No. 1 (Summer, 1993), p. 74. 

6Other cases include the Mayaguez rescue attempt, the capture of USS Pueblo, the Israeli attack on USS 
Liberty, the failed hostage rescue mission in Iran, the attack on the Marine barracks in Beirut, and even the 
successful invasion of Grenada_ LCOL Christopher A. Yutmis, USA, "The Goldwater-Nichols 
Reorganization Act of 1986: An Interim Assessment," Essays on Stratew X, ed, Mary A. Sommerville. 
(Washington,. D.C.: National Defense University Press, 1993), pp. 78-80. A contemporary, though critical 
review of the shortcomings of the American military in these actions can be found in Richard A. Gabriel, 
~_'.¢flitarv Incompetence: Why the American l~filitarv Doesn't Win, (New York: The Noonday Press, 1985). 

7David C. Jones, Gen., USAF fret.), "Why the Joint Chiefs of Staff'Must Change," Armed Forces Journal 
h?t. temationa~ March, 1982, pp. 62-72. See also his "Whafs Wrong With Our Defense Establishment," New 
York Times Ma,,oazine, November 7, 1982, p. 38. 

8Edward C. Meyer, Gen., USA, "The JCS-How Much Reform is Needed?" .M-reed Forces Journal 
.LJt. ematiorml, April, 1982, pp. 82-90. 

9"No one concerned with the military was likely to dismiss his opinions oun-igh" t" Wil|i~r(l J. Crowe, Adm., 
USN (Ret.), with David Chanofl~ The Line of Fire, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1993), pp. 146-147. 

1°For example, Admiral Moorer, former CNO and CJCS testified that "If all of the things set forth as being 
~rong ~'ith the organization andprocedure of the Joint Chiefs of  Staff are in fact ~7"ong, as stated, then 
indeed it is a wonder that the system works at all." U.S. House of Representatives, "Statement of Adm. 
Thomas H. Moorer, U.S. Na~ 3, (Retired), Former Chairrn~_u of the Joint Chiefs of Staf~ (22 April, 1982)," in 
Reorganization Proposals for the Joint Chiefs ofSt~ff h~.~,~,~ r,~,-,,~o *ho Lnves.fi_~fio.~ Subcorm-mttee of 
the House .~med Services Committee: C~rashiru~on D C.: U.S. Government Pf_nting Office, 1982), p 156 

::Barrow testified that "The propos'd set forth by C~neral Jones would not o~v not improve t~he Joint 
Chiefs of Staffeffeclsvene~. il uolfld do ~eno'~< ha,,-n to ,hhe sy~lem " L; $ H,-:.,~e c,f Represen',a~ves. 
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"Statement ofGen. R o b ~  H. Barrow, Commandant, U.S. Marine Corps, (28 April, 1982U' in 
Reo .m'.anization Proposals for the Joint Chiefs of St~ff. hearings before the Investigations Subcommittee of 
the House Armed Services Committee, (Washington D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1982), p. 195. 
His successor, General P.X. Kelley, _Lave an even more venemous testimony in front of the SASC on 5 
December, 1985. Taking his prepared testimony and literally throwing it aside, he delivered a highly 
emotional condemnation ofrefonu proposals and outsider meddling in military affairs. In the words of  Jim 
Locher, Kelley self-destructed, and was "tom apart" by Senators Nunn and Cohen. Interview, 10 
Decernber, 1993. Though his teslkrnony hid little damage to Secretary Lehman, it hid not help the cause of 
defiling the proposed reform legislation. 

12Contained in Reorganization Proposals for the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

13A key author of these bills was Dr. Archie Barrett, whose expertise st~umed from ex-tensive research into 
defense o manizafion in the early 1980s. His goal was to institute change in the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but 
change less dramatic than even General Jones su..~ested. Had the rnilita~" acc~ted the bill in 1982, it 
would have been far less intrusive than that passed in 1986. Inter~'iew ~4th s~,erdor House staffer, 8 
December, 1993. Jim Locher echoes this opinion, and maintains that ,had DOD come cut in favor of the 
reforms suggested in 1982, it would have taken the wS_ud out the reformers' sails (interriew, 10 December, 
1993). This was beyond Secretary of Defense Weinbergefs ability-he just could not accept any 
Congressional meddling in his affairs. On Weinbergefs obstinance, see Crowe, Line of Fire, p. 157. 

14The following discussion is based on an interview with Mr. James R. Locher, Ili, on I0 December, 1993. 

15Victor H. Knflak, Lt. Gen., USMC (Ket.), Organization for National Securi .w: A Study, (Washington, 
D.C.: U.S. Strategic Institute, 1983). 

16Locher interview, 10 December, 1993. 

lVThe report was published as a staffreport, not a committee report because ofopposilSon ~4thin the SASC. 
The year-long effort by Goldwater and Nunn to build support ~thin the SASC was a necessary prerequisite 
to passage of  the le~fislation. That support was geafly enhanced by the bipartisan leadership of Goldwater 
and Nunn. But, even then, the initial votes were very close. The process was one of the rare occasions 
where the activity of Congress was truly dehb~-n-ative. Exhaustive hearings w~e conducted, and many of 
the committee members were present throughout, Several, including Phil Grarnm (K-Texas), were s~nmg 
over to the reform side based on the testimony and debate, despite severe pressure fi'om the administration. 
Locher inter~-iew, I0 Decemb~, 1993. 

lSC_,ontrary to popular opinion (for example, see Adm Crowe's book The Line of Fire, p. 147), h~. Locher 
maintains that Goldwater, not Nunn, was the energy and the inspiration behind the Senate's efforts to cra~ 
reform legislation. Nunn was brought in by Goldwater, not the other way aroun& It was to be Goldwater's 
final act in the Senate, and he tenaciously pursued that objective during his last two years in office. 

Interview, 10 December, 1993. 

19U.S. Senate, Defense Organization: The Need for Change, Staff Report to the Commi~ee on ,-~-med 
S,,,un,ices, October 16, 1985, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1985). 

Z°The House regularly passed reform bills from 1982 onward with large majorities 0-I.R. 3622 passed by a 
vote of 383-27). The Senate was key to turning these efforts into law. 

ZITo keep things me~Sng along, Goldwater closed down the 8ASC for b ,~iness ,'~nlil t~he reform act was 
finished. This prevented what he feared would be "death by ammendment" as opponent, p,'q, ncipaIly 
Senator John Warn~ (R-V'trgnia) sought to wrap the le~lation in an endl~s l.'~.~p of debate Locher 
interview, 10 Decemb~, 1993. 

" "" Hou.,. refe,'rn e~e~ u~zeua,-h Nicho',.s. -ZAccoramg to one House staffer, it was Aspin who drove ",.he " ',-~ 
knte~-iew. 8 December. 1993. 
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nH.R. 4370, "Department of Defense Reoma.nizafion Act of 1986." In gen,~-a/,, the House version was less 
dramatic than the Senates. Lt Craig F'/ler, USN, reports that on the House side, Barretfs iatent was to 
"thread the needle" between the radical reform proposals such as Lochefs Defense Ovaani~tion: The Need 
for Change which would be rejected out of hand by the military,, and the superficial changes he thought 
could come from within DOD. Craig S. Failer, q'he Navy and .rointness: No Longer Reluctant Partners?" 
Masters Thesis, (Monterey, Ca.: U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Dec, 1991), p. 62. On the Senate side, 
Locher and Goldwater had a specific (and very closely held) strategy to start way out with a radical proposal 
(his study certainly did that), and then allow the debate to move the final result more in line with what 
General Jones had recommended. Inten'iew, 10 December, 1993. By and large, both individuals met their 
objectives. 

Z4The follow/rig letters to Senator Goldwater sunu'narize the opinions of the Defense Department leaders: 
From John Lehman, Secretary of the Na~'y, 4 Februa_D,, 1986; from Adm. James D. Watldns, USN, Chief of 
Naval Operations, 4 February, 1986; from C-en. P.X. Kelley, USMC, Commahdant, U.S. Marine Corps, 4 
February, 1986; from John O. Marsh, Jr., Secretary of the ,Army, 3 February, 1986; from Gen. John A. 
Wickham, Jr., USA, ,M'my Chief of Staff~ 4 February,, 1986; from Russell A. Rourke, Secretary of the !dr 
Force, 4 February,, 1986; from Gen. Charles A. Gabriel USAF, Air Force Chiefof Stat~ 4 February,, 1986. 
Adm Crowe, CJCS, also expressed concern ever portions of the proposed le~S.slation in his letter to Senator 
Goldwater, 4 February, 1986. Finally, President Reagan sent a cautionary letter to the SASC on 11 March, 
1986 hying out his concerns with micromanagement of the Depa_rmaent of Defense. A lively exchange 
between Secretary Lehman and Senator Goldwater took place around this time. In a 4 February, 1986 letter 
to Lehman, Goldwater accused Navy of being the only sen,ice not "in step" with the proposals. Lehman 
responded on 12 February with a letter suggesting that resewalions existed in every service. His letter 
contained the above cited letters as enclosures. 

zsIt is worth noting here that while the Navy has traditionally been labeled as unsupportive of further 
centrali:,ation in DOD, it was the Marines in this case that actuary led for the services. The Hittle-Lehman, 
and Cropsey-Lehman axes were key to the Nav~s arguments. The CNO's staffwas largely in the 
background throughout the debate. Lehman let it be knaown that this was his: and, preoccupied w4th the 
Maritime Strategy and not on the best of terms ~4th Lehman, Admiral Watkirts, the CNO, stayed out of the 
way. 

26Much of this information comes from the record, and from an inten'iew ~s'ith Hittle's assistant in the 
Goldwater-Nichols debate, M.r. Frank Jordan, on 10 December, 1993. See also "Sea Power and a National 
General Staff," U.S. Naval Institute Proceeding, Vol. 75, No. 10 (October, 1949), pp. 1091-1103 and The 
Military Staff5 Its History. and Development, 2nd ed., (Harrisburg, Pa.: The Ma]ktary Service Publishing 
Company, 1949, revised printing, 1952). 

zsl.n his 1982 testimony, General Barrow quoted Winslon Churchill to sum up this argument "Any clever 
person can make plans for winning a war ffhe doesn't have to can3, them out." p. 196. 

ZSSubsequent to the passage of the act, and with the emergence of Colin Powell as an extremely effective 
and powL~-ul Chairman, even Les A,spin expressed concerns with the power that had been given to the 
uniformed military" at the expense of the civilian leadership. House staffer interview, 8 December, 1993. 

"-9Israel was too small, the So,Set Union almost exclusively a continental power, and Gen~any a singje- 
threat country. The most favored model was the German General Sta~ but, ~Saile this system yielded 
unprecedented op~ational successes, its stratezic effectiveness in ~ 'o  world wars was unsatisfactory. 
Jeffrey Record, "Operational Brilliance, Strate_mc Incompetence: The ~filita.,5, Reformers and the German 
Model," Parameters. Journal of the U.S. Army War College. Vot. 16.. No. 3 (Autumn,. 1986): pp. 2-8. 

3°John F. Lehmarh, Jr., "RethinkSng lVfilitary Centr ~alizatio~" Marine Corps C/azerte, (February', 19S6), p. 
46. 
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3~Cited in Seth Cropsey, "One Officer at the Top?" U.S. Naval Institute Proc~dinzs, Deeernber, 1985, p. 
83. 

32John F. Lehman, Jr., "Let's Stop Tu'ing to Be Prussians," The Washington Post, June 10, 1984, p. C-7. 
For a recent lleatment of the subject, especially in light of the Goldwater-Nichols reform% a strong 
Chafiman and the expansion ofmilitary involvement in non-military fields, see LCol. Charles L. Dunlap, 
Jr., USA, "The Origins of the American Military Coup of 2012," Essa~,,s on Strategy X, ed. Mary A. 
Sommerv'ille. (Washington, D.C.: National Defense University Press, 1993), pp. 3-43. 

33Inter~Sew wSth Capt Peter Swartz, USN (Ret.), 9 December, 1993. See also Cropsey, "The Limits of 
Joinlness," p. 73. 

34Locher inter~Sew, 10 December, 1993 

3-~A transition not mentioned above that impacts this m~p~t of procurement is the increasing cenWalization 
of R&D and program development in OSD. Between Goldwater-Nichols and the creation of the USD for 
Acquisitions, service staffulility continues to diminish. 

36Kathleen Van Trees Medlock, "A Critical Analysis of the Impact of the Department of Defense 
Reomanization Act on American Otiicership," Diss. Geo~e Mason U~versiN.', 1993, (A~nn Arbor: UMI, 
1993 9333192). 

37"WiI1 the opinions [future military leaders] give under the most demanding circumstances to a President 
waho has no military experience be as operationally informed..." Cropsey, "l'he Limits of Jointness," p. 77. 

38Yulmis, 'q'he Goldwater-Nichols Reorganization Act of 1986: An Interim Assessment," p. 93. An 
excellent essay. He also argues that the threat to diversity is real, and is ameliorated only to the extent that 
the Secretary of Defense (now weakened by Goldwater-Nichols) and the National Security Advisor actively 
seek out opinions from the services around the Chairman. See his conclusions, pp. 98-99. 

39LCol. Dunlap, 'The Origins of the Military Coup of 2012," p. 25. 
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